Ericsson Nikola Tesla is in search of a candidate to fill a vacancy for:

Java Software Developer (student helper)(m/f)

Ericsson Nikola Tesla’s ICT unit for Industry and Society is looking for students willing to work in our challenging projects thus utilizing the diverse development and knowledge sharing opportunities with our best in class experts in the cutting edge technologies.

We are more than a hundred experts working on modern web based applications enabling our customers to reach the full potential of their business in different and challenging domains.

Work Location: Zagreb, Croatia

Key requirements for this role:

• willingness to learn and master Java/Spring, HTML/CSS/Angular/React and Oracle, Informix, MySQL, PostgreSQL databases
• genuine interest in agile SW development and SW craftsmanship to write a clean code
• desire to acquire experience with SW build tools, SW versioning, continuous integration to shorten development feedback loops
• firm determination and commitment towards continuous learning to master own profession
• willingness to experiment, try, fail and learn from it
• desire to share achievements and knowledge to help others and address others’ needs

Croatian citizenship or work permit for Croatia is required.
Candidates will be evaluated and contacted if they pass initial screening.

Please use the following link to apply.